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Hybrid systems are non-smooth dynamical systems which exhibit a combination
of smooth and discrete dynamics, where the flow evolves continuously on a
statse space, and a discrete transition occurs when the flow intersects a co-
dimension one hypersurface. Due to many engineering applications, such as
dynamical walking of bipedal, there has been an increased interest in recent
years in studying the existance and stability of limit cycles in hybrid systems
[4].

The Poincaré map, or first return map, is a method of studying the stability
of limit cycles by reducing the dimension of the dynamics for a continuous-time
dynamical system by one, and considering this as a discrete-time system [1], [2],
[5], [7]. The map is constructed as follows: if γ is a periodic orbit that intersects
a hypersurface (the Poincaré section) transversely at a point x0, then for a point
x near x0, the solution through x will cross the hypersurface again at a point
P (x) near x0. The mapping x 7→ P (x) is called the Poincaré map. In practice,
it is not always possible to find the Poincaré map analytically and in closed
form due to the fact that it requires the solution to the differential equation.An
extension of the continuous-time Poincaré map for mechanical systems with
impulsive effects was considered in [3].

The problem proposed to explore constits on an extention of a theorem of
existence and uniqueness of Poincaré map given in [1] for hybrid dynamical
systems.
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